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Summary-The equations for the complete characteristic curves and dis-
. charge factor curves for the developmental Radechon storage tube are 
derived assuming a lItlaxwellian energy distribution of seeonclary electrons, 
'a rectangular unifot'm beam C·i'OSS section, MId simple target geometry. 
Comparison of these theoretical cW'ves with measw'ed values ·is made fol' 
several representative tubes with reasonable clete)'mination of seconelw'Y 
emission ·parameters. 

01ttput signal amplitude and signal-to-distu)'bance 1'atio equations W'e 
derived from aperture theory and the limitations of electron beam cross 
section, screen mesh and tube output capacitance, again with good ag)'ee
ment with expe1'imental datct. These limitations are discussed in a mcmnei' 
tha,t incliccttes quantitatively the consiclel'C£tions of interest ,in connectiot! 
1ITith the des'ign of circuits etnel systems Htilizing the Raclechon. 

INTRODUCTION 

SEVERAL storage tubes1'3 depend in their operation upon the 
discharging of an insulator surface by secondary emission in 
the absence of redistribution. A knowledge of the manner in 

which this discharge occurs enables one to understand better the 
operation of such tubes. In particular, the operating characteristic 
curves of the Radechon can be computed and are in reasonable agree
ment with experimentally determined curves. Several authorsH already 
have reported on certain aspects of this problem. Its complexity pre-

"Decimal Classification: R138.31. 
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eludes a complete solution in closed form, and this attempt at solutio'n 
will make simplifying a3sumptions also. 

The barrier grid target structure' of the Radechon consists of a 
thin sheet of insulator with a fine mesh screen in contact with one side 
and a metallized plate on the other side. The primary electron beam 
iii; incident upon this screen and the surface of the insulator, which 
surface is usually referred to as the target (Figure 1). The screen 
is relatively thick, the width of an opening being less than twice the 

. thickness of the screen. 

PRIMARY 

E'ig. 1~T~rget structure. 

A schematic diagram of the developmental tube and simplified asso-
· dated circuits appears in Figure 4 of Reference (2). When the primary 
beam is incident upon the target surface, secondary electrons are 
emitted, some o~ which escape through the screen to the wall as a 

· collector, while the others return to the target. The secondary electron 
current that escapes to the wall depends upon the relative potential of 
the target with respect to the screen, upon the energy distribution of 

.' the secondaries and upon the secondary emission ratio. The beam cur-
· rent, lb' flows in the circuit loop as indicated, from the gun via the 
target to the wall and return. In addition, whenever the capacitance of 
the target to other electrodes (the sum of all the G. and Gp in parallel) 

, is being discharged, a discharging current, JR, flows in the circuit loop 
···.as indicated from the target to the wall through the load impedance, 
'. RL and GL , to return to the screen and plate. Variations of this dis-
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charging current thro1:lgh the load impedance constitute the output 
signal during reading in the Radechon. 

Basis of Analysis 

To' simplify the' problem sufficiently to' enable its solution in 
'analytical form, the foIlo\ving assumptions have been made: 

, ,1. The, effect of the screen on the electron optics in front of the 
target can' be approximated by an equipotential plane closely spaced 
to the target and parallel to it, thus reducing the problem to that of 
plane, parallel plate geometry. . 

2. The particular distribution of current in the primary beam is 
unimportant so that a negligible error results from assuming a rec
tangular cross sectio~ within which the current density is constant.! 

3. The energy distribution of the secondary electrons is a Max
wellian distribution.T 

4. Redistribution of secondary electrons is sufficiently restricted 
by the presence of the' screen that those secondaries that return to the 
insulator return to practically the same point from which they orig
inated. 

5. Redistribution within a screen mesh, high velocity primary 
electrons reflected from edgeil of screen wires, etc., sen"e to di::;charge 
areas of the target insulator otherwise hidden by the screen from thc, 
beam so that the entire target area is involved in the storage process. 
The screen used in the experimental tubes is a woven mesh with round 
wires. This assumption was found to bc neces::'ary in order to make 
reasonable values of target capacitance per unit area agree with the 

,experimental data. The final computation of dielectric constant sup
ports this view. 

6. The percentage of the primary beam that reaches the insulator 
, and the percentage of the secondaries that reach the wall are constants. 

7. Variation in screen transmission ratio, efficiency of collection 
of secondaries, variations in secondary emission ratio of either in

, sulator or screen, and other uneveness or nonuniformity, all of which 
generaIIy contribute to the shading and other disturbance signals, are 
ignored. 

8. 'The secondary emission ratio of the insulator is constant and 
greater than unity. 

, ,9. The switching tian~ient that occurs when the plate voltage is 
, ,switched from write to read condition or vice versa is ignored, and 

, . '. . . 

'1 K. ~. McKay, "A P~lse Method of Determining the Energy Distribu
'tion of Secondary Electrons from Insulators," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 22, 

:, pp. 89-94; January, 1951. . 
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it is assumed that at all other tim~s the difference in potential between 
screen and plate is constant. 

10. The beam is scanning the target with a constant scan speed. 

11. During reading, the beam current is e<)Ustant.s 

'12. Space-charge effects are ignored; in paJ;ticular, since the 
primary beam current density is only' about 750 microamperes per 
square millimeter and the effective screen spacing is about 0.02 milli
meter, no space-charge-induced potential minimum is expected between 
target and screen.9 

ANALYSIS 

Ji)ischarging Current Density 

For 'a Maxwellian' energy distribution, the current density of 
, secondary electrons leaving the target surface with z-directed energies 

between eE= and e (E = + dE z) can be expressed in the general form as: 

dp . 
-= A exp(-aEz ) for 0 ~ E z• 

dE" 
(1) 

The constants of this expression are evaluated such that the total 
secondary electron current density from the target is S1·Pb' at;.d the 
average secondary electron energy is eEl'. The transmission ratio, r, 
of the screen enters into this expression since not all of the primal'Y 

, 'beam reaches the target, some being intercepted by the screen. 

dp __ 8rpb' exp (_ E z ) for O~E;. 
dEz E'I', E'I' ' 

(2) 

. This ~xpression is plotted i~ Figure 2. The total integral under this 
. curve from zero to infinity is just equal to the total secondary electron 

current density. Of 'those that leave the target, 'only those with suffi
cient energy to reach the screen and penetrate it can escape to the' wall 
(there always being a collecting field between the screen and the wall). 

, This is the integr~l under the curve betwe'en the target potential and 
. infinity, namely: 

a.As a result of this 'assumption, 'this paper omits the tr~n~ient respons~ 
that occurs when the beam current is chang-ed. This transient response is 
represented by the last term. of Equation (12) in Referen~e (5). 
• 9 G. C. Sponsler, "Potential Distribution and Prevention of a Space
Charge-Induced Minimum Between a Plane Sacondary, Electron Emitter 
and Parallel Control Grid," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 25, pp. 282-287, March, 
1954. . ., 
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i "'d ' , . p 
Pw= ,--,dE •. 

E;; dE., ", 

for E;:~O. 

" 

S • SECONDARY EMISSION RATIO 

V = CHARGING VOLTAGE 

~ = PRIMARY BEAM CURRENT DENSITY 

~S = INSTANTANEOUS SIGNAL CURRENT 
, DENSITY DISCHARGING TARGET 

eET'" AVERAGE ENERGY OF SECONDARY ELECTRONS 
ET In 8 • EQUI:"IBRIUM POTENTIAL DifFERENCE 

, BETweEN TARGET AND SCREeN 

(3) 

(4a) 

(4b) 

Fig. 2-Energy distribution of secondary electrons. 

The remaining secondary electrons, those that do not escape through 
the screen, fall back again to the target, being restricted by the screen 
to return to virtually the same points from which they originated. 
It is evident from the circuit of Figure.4 of Reference (2) that the 
difference between the primary current density that reaches the target 
and the current density escaping to the wall is available to discharge 
the target capacitance. 

(5) 

Again, the screen transmission ratio enters the calculation since, only 
,that, fraction of the beam can co'ntribute towards discharging the 
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target. There is a target potential for whi~h there is no further dis
charging, for whic~.th.e current density escaping to the wall is just 
equal to the primary current density .. This is known as the eq~tilibrium. 
potential. From Equation (4) this is seen to be 

for Ps = 0 and Pw = rpb' (6) 

It is important to note that the electron beam can only· discharge the 
target toward this equilibrium potential. Changes in potential of the 
target away from equilibrium can only be made by applying a signal 
to the plate. This equilibrium potential makes a convenient choice for 
an axis, with respect to which target potentials are expressed as 

(7) 

. With ~his choice of axis, the discharging current d.ensity ~ecomes 

Ps = rpb (1-3) for V ~ --E1' In O. (8b) 

Final Potential a/tel' Discharge 

A particular elemental target area can be discharged only while 
under bombardment by the primary beam. The total effect of this 

- - - ~-r---...-'---':' 

_ _ _ - ___ I..-...L..._-l...L-_...J 

. Fig. 3-Assumed scanning beam cross section . 
.. 

discharging can be evaluated by integrating the changes in potential 
. as the beam scans over the eiement, as in Figure 3. The potential 'of 
the target elements as a function of their position, x, with respect to the 
scanning beam can be computed by solving the equation 

. ; 

I v.. ./ ICITr. Ps 
dV:..-.- -dt 

. v. .. 0 .. OJ: 
(9) 

while.the beam isscanning at speed W. (Here x is measured from the 
. front edge of the sharply defined assumed beam shown in Figure 3. 
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· Later, in connection with Figure 10 of Reference (2)., the same letter 
Js used as a measure from the center of a real spot.) 

There a~e three different cases, each resulting in a different soIu
: tion for Equation (9). In Case I, when the target potential is always 
· positive with res{>ect to the screen, Equation (8a) may be substituted 
· in Equation (9), and the int:gration made directly. Similarly, in Case 
· III, when the target potential is always negative with respect to the 
screen, Equation C&b) is substituted before integration. However, in 

· Case II, when the target potential is initially negative to that of the 
screen but ultimately is positive, the problem must be broken into 
two parts, using Equations (8b) and (8a) respectively. The solutions 
are 

Case I [ -ErIn 0 "'" V] 

V.c=V+E1'Infl~-exp(-~)J exp(-~-) + exp (-~)1 , LL. E1' C",WET ET J 

V J , = V + ET In[exp (-~) 
. ET 

+ (1-0) expi---+-- --+!n8 ~ r rpbx 0 ( V )IJ 
. l .C",WE1, 1-0 E1' J 

rpb(l-o) x 
V"'=V-----

C",W 

,The relative beam current 
. ,. 

rpba ya rIb 
J,.=---=-=---

CxbWET 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

(IOc) 

(11) . 

One can write the expressions for the final, target potential after the 
complete passage of the beam in the form lO 

, 10 Equations (12a) and (15a) of this paper are identical respectively 
· to Equations (5) and (10) of, Reference (5)~ _ . 
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'Case I [-ET In 8 6 V] 

V,= V +ETIn {[ 1-exp(- :,)},p (-J,) +exp (- ~)} 
(12a) 

Vb. V + ETIn[exp(-~)+. (1-8) expJ -Jb+ _8_'(~+In 8)}] 
ET . ". L . . 1-8 ET . 

· Case III [V 6 J bE T (1-8) -E1' In 0] 

Vb = V ~Jb(l-a)ETo 

Sign.a1 Current 

(12b) 

(12c) 

The signal current observed at the output of the tube is the sum 
. of all the discharging currents from thc target elements under bom
· bardment. Referi-ing to Figure 3, 

(13) 

the integration being over the entiloe spot area in accordance with 
assumption (5) ° Again, there are three cases for solution, and sub
stituting Equations (8) and (10), writing for the relative signal 
current, 

J~=---
C:cbWET 

· which is similar to Equation (11), one obtains10 

Case I [-E1,In 8 6 V] 

.(14) 

.J;=~hi {[ l~exp ( - :T)] exp ·(-Jb ) + exp (--;,)} (15a) 
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Case III' [V:;; Jzfi'T(l-8) -ETln8] 

J8 = (1-8) J b; (l5c) 

, Characteristic Curves 
Since this signal current constitutes the output signal for the tube, 

curves plotted from these equations are the characteristic curves for 
the tube's operation.B Families of such curves are plotted in Figures 

'4 and 5 and also in Figure 6 of Reference (2) for three different, 
Radechons; measured values are plotted for comparison.12 The three 
regions of the curves corresponding to the three cases of solution are 
marked on the -graph. Note in particular that for higher J b the point 

6 =3.2 
~T= 5.5 VOl. TS 
I" =0.33 
c,,= 0.00 4)-J}J FO/M I l.2 
-S =0.4 MIl. 
b = 5 MIl. 
W = 30 Mll./,..SEC 

Cl<bWET=4pAMP 
fV/xS:I.4 VOl.T/pAM? 

II. = 7.3 

-4 -3 -2 -I 

IS 
J s = c;bWET 

2 REl.ATlVE 
SIGNAl. 
CURRENT 

-I 

2 

tb 
BEAM 

CURRENT 
17.0,..A 

I 
10.7 

7.2 
3.6 

J-~ 
b- c,.bW ET 

RELATIVE 
BEAM 

"CURRENT 
1.4 
1.18 

"0.88 
0.59 

0.30 

3 4 5 

VET RELATIVE 
- CHARGING VOLTAGE 

-2 POINTS EXPERIMENTAL; 
CURVE 5 THEORETICAL. 

-3 

------~~------CASEI 

Fig. 4--Target characteristics of an experimental Radechon. 

on the negative portion of the curve where the tangent becomes hori
zontal moves out to the left according to 

(16) 

and the region over which the curve is tolerably straight increases, 
particularly in the negative direction. 

Note also, that for a given value of relative charging voltage, 

- 11 In plotting these curves, V is taken as the charging voltage applied 
to the plate with respect to the screen, ignoring the capacitive divider effect 
of C. and CPo since this effect is not significantly large. 
,: 12 Operating data for the developmental -tubes was obtained by 1\I. D. 
Harsh and W. H. Sandford, Jr. of the Tube Division, Lan~aster, Pa., 
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ViET, the output signal is a decreasing function of J b, becoming more 
linear with respect to J b as V increases. Such current characteristic 
curves are essentially cross sections of the above figures and are plotted, 
together with measured values for comparison, in Figures 6 and 7. 
This indicates that for simple signal storage operation in which a 
signal is written at one time and read out later, it "is desirable to write 
with variable beam current (signal applied to the control grid) while 
a charging voltage of approximately 20 volts is applied on the plate 
with respect to the screen, and to read with a large steady beam current 
after the plate has been returned to the same potential as the screen. 

8 = 2.11 
Et-= 11.5 VOLTS 
.. = 0.36 
~= 0.001l}J}JFO/MIL2 

S = I MIL 
b i: 10 MIL 

W = flO MIL/.uSEC 
CxbWET = 5.8)JAMP. 

" iv/IS= 1.45 VOLT!jJAMP 
1(= 5 " 

-& -5 -4 -3 -2 

CASEm" 

RELATIVE 
_~ SIGNAL 

-'5- c,. bWET CURRENT 

0.11 

0.4 

.J -0.4 
< 
I-
Z 

"' t; -0.5 
a. 

RELATIVE 
BEAM CURRENT 

Jb=~=~ 
C.bWET W 

Jb =0.8S 

Fig. l).;-Target characteristics of an STE-S type experim:mtal Radechon. 

The charging voltage of the target during reading is determined by 
the charge deposited during writing. 

The theoretical curves plotted in the preceding figures were fitted 
to the measured values by an appropriate choice of four parameters: 
secondary emission ratio of the insulator (8), average energy of 
secondary electrons (eET ) , screen transmission ratio (r), and target 
capacitance per unit area (C .. ). The reasonableness of the fit lends 
credence to the values chosen for these parameters so that this plotting 
of the curves becomes a means for the~r measurement. It is of special 
interest that the secondary emission ratio of mica at 1200 volts, with 
contamination. normally expected from standard tube construction, is 

. close to 3.0, and that the average energy of secondary electrons from 
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the mica is ~bout 8 electron-volts, which is somewhat higher than that 
for metals' and possibly somewhat higher than its true value, since 
the. "target does not actually have. the plane, parallel plate geometry 
assumed in the derivation. . 

. It is possible to compute the dielectric constant of the mica target 
from the .value of target capacitance per unit area that had to be 
assumed and the known target thickness. For the three tubes, this 
was 5, 7, and 5 respectively, encouragingly close to the published value 
fOr mica (5.66 to 5.97, Elsas, 1891). 

1.2 Is 

Is SIGNAL 
.15=-- CURRENT 

C.bWET 2 ",AMP. 

0.8 

0.4 

-0.4 
·1 

-2 

-1.2 8 .3.0 

-I.e 

-2.0 

ET= 10.5 VOLTS 

- 3 .. ~ 0.31S 
c,,= 0.00 I 5}J'" I' O/M Ii.!! 
s = 0.7 IoIIL 
b = IIUIL 
W = 12 MIL/,uSEC 
C~bWET= 2.1 J'AMP. 

fV/Is" 5 VOLT }JAM P. 
'l = 4.9 

4 

RELATIVE 
CHARGING 
VOLTAGE "/ET 

V 

4.8 50 v. 
2.8 30 

I.; 20 

0.95 10 

}JAMP. It. 
0.8 .lb 

RELATIVE 
BEAM 

CUo.RENT 

-0;95 -10 

-1.9 -20 

-2.e -30 

Fig. 6--Cul'rent chal'acteristicsof the developmental type Radechon. 

Dischm'ge Factor 

It is evident from Equations' (12) that, since the beam is incident 
upon any small area' of the target for only a limited time, this target 
area cannot be completely discharged. To facilitate. the discussion of 
such discharging, an important concept has been evolved.' The dis
cha·rge factor, t, is defined as the ratio between the voltage difference 
through which the target capacitance has been discharged by one 
'passage of the beam and' the target's initial voltage difference from 
equilibrium. 
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V-Yb 
1.=---

v 

227 

(17) 

From this definition and Equations'(12) and (15), it follows 'that for 
all three cases 

1.5 

ts 
Js= c;bWE;' 

E-rJ" 
l=--~ 

V 

1.0 ~~tILVE 
CURRENT 

0.5 

-0.3 

-1.0 

. -2.0 

-2.5 

REL.ArlVE 
BEAM 
CURRENT 

-0.73 
)( 

-1.1 

• 
-4.2 

• 

Fig. 7-Current cha::acteristics of an experimental Radechon. 

(18) .' 

Thus the discharge factor is the slope of the chord of the target 
characteristic (Figures 4 and 5) drawn from the origin to the curve 
at the relative charging voltage applied. Therefore, a curve of dis

. charge factors can be computed graphically for a tube once a target 
characteristic' is available. Figure 5 is the target characteristic of an 
early experimental tube for which many measurements of discharge 

. factor were made. :These experimental values, slopes of the chords to 
the experimental points ~n the target characteristic, and values com- . 
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puted from Equation (18) are all plotted in Figure 8 for comparison. 
Their mutual agreement indicates -the firmness of the theory. 

, The discharge factor depends on the relative beam curr'ent in much 
the same way as does the relative signal current. A family'of discharge 
factor -curves for' the developmental ,tube is plotted in Figure 8 of 
Reference (2). 

OUTPUT SIGNAL AMPLITUDE 

Resolution: 'OutPut Current For Varying Signal 

The output signal current, Is, discussed so far and plotted in. the 
graphs is that for a quasi-stati~ or slowly varying signal. In any real 
case, the signals vary in amplitude rapidly and the -charge pattern 

-6 -4 -3 

-50 -40 -30 -20 

DISCHARGE 1.0 
FACTOR 

f 

0.8 

0.2 

-I 

-10 

2 

10 

• EXPERIMENTAL 

." CHORD SLOPE 

~ THEORETICAL 

3 

20 30 VOLTS. V 

CHARGING VOLTAGE 

Fig. 8--Discharge factor for the STE-S type experimental Radechon. 

stored on the dielectric target has dimensions not greater than a few 
l;>eam spot widths. In this case errors in writing and reading this 
charge pattern are introduced by the finite size of the spot, which acts 
as a scanning aperture.I3 Any particular signal must both be written 
and read so that the storage tube actually comprises two such apertures 
in cascade. Therefore, the effective apertuie is by'2 where b is the 
spot size (Equation (29) of Reference (13). This results in a de
crease in output signal current aI}lpIitude with increased number of 
signal cycles per target diameter in a manner described in Figures 
14 and 15 of Reference (13). These curves are analogous to the 
transient response of low-pass electrical networks with sharp cutoff. 

, 13 O. H. Schade, ,,'Electro-Optical Characteristi'cs' of Tel~vision Systems,' 
Part II," RCA Review, Vol. IX, pp. 245-286, June, 1948. 
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Aperture correction networks,!'l comprising, for example; two cascaded 
R-C stages in the output amplifier, can compensate for this low-pass 
effect in much the same manner that high-peaking circuits are used 
in standard television camera' practice to compensate for a' large R-C 
constant ,at the image-orthicon output, at, the expense of both high
frequency noise and disturbance. 

This correction to account for the signal variations must be applied 
to I. in all the equations in this paper. 

Resol'/-ltion: Spot Size MeaSU1'ement 

In every discussion of resolution, it must be remembered that real 
electron beam spots do not have sharp boundaries; therefore, any 
specification of spot size should include the method of measure,ment. 
In the method employed here, a sharp-edged metal ribbon, 40 mils wide 
was placed on the target structure. The strip was then scanned and 
the output signal observed on an oscilloscope using a wide-band ampli
fier (Figure 10, Reference (2». The length of the transient response 

'cif this unit step function was measured from the 10 to the 90 per cent 
amplitude response points and compared with the total width of the 
signal from the ribbon. This is roughly equivalent to measuring the 
spot width at the 44 pel' cent current density level, or at x = 0,9 for 
a beam v,'hose current density varies as exp (--x 2 ). This differs some
what from the definition used in Reference (13) which took x = 2. 
Making this correction ancI introducing the factor for cascading two 
apertures, one obtains the effective aperture given in the resolution 
curves12 of Figure 9 of Reference (2) t which in turn agree, both in 
the value of resolution at which the curve begins to fall off and in the 
slope of that fall off, with Figure 15. of Reference (13). (Schade's 
value of relative line ~umber (NINa) is approximately our (4nby2!x) 
and is equal to unity at 70 lines per target diameter for the develop
mental Radechon.) 

This method of scanning the edge of a met'al ribbon measures the 
current distribution across the spot, Actually, the pertinent quantity 

, is the charge deposited on the target, But, since the charging of a 
capacitance is nonlinear, those portions of the beam that discharge 
the target most completely, operate at the least efficiency. This means 
that as the discharge factor is increased, the center of the beam 
becomes less efficient in discharging; the edges become more important 

, and the spot 'effectively flattens out and becomes larger. Thus, as the 
\ 

, 14 Further references and better circuits can be found in R. C. Den
nison, "Aperture Compensation for Television Cameras," RCA Review, 

. Vol. XIV, pp. 569-585, December, 1953. 
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discharge factor is increased, particularly above 0.5, the resolution 
is decreased. 

Signa~ Output 
. The storage tube IsessentiaIIy a high-internal-impedance current 

generator, so that the simplified equivalent output circuit is that of 
Figure 9, in which the signal current, I" is determined by the tube 
characteristics as described above and VB is the voltagesigIlal appear
ing on the grid of the first amplifier tube. 

where 

V.= 
CLYWL2 + w:! 

1 
--=----

IS -

Fig. 9-Equivalent output circuit. 

(19) 

(20) 

is the output bandwidth and w/2rr is the reading signal frequency. 
For a well-designed system,' w = WI, for the highest expected signal 
frequency. Taking n as the number of stored signal cycles per unit 

. length of scan, 

and 

. l.r 
·.Vsr=-----

2';'WrnCL y2 

(21) 

(22) 

. as the value of the stored signal input to the amplifier, where the 
subscripts r indicate that this is during reading. 

Disturbance Signal 
For the ,beam currents and current densities used to obtain a high 

.discharze factor, the most serious disturbance is that generated by 



scanning across the screen wires. This signal can he shown to be 
about 7 time3 as large as the thermal noise at the input of the pre
amplifier and about 100 times the'shot noise. The maximum amplitude 
of the disturbance signal, la., is determined by that fraction of the 
beam \vhich i8 intercepted by one scre~n wire so that 

Ia,=---- (23) 
a 

where IT is the secondary emission ratio of the screen wires (measured 
to be between 0.98 and 1.1), and u is the wire diameter. With N = 1/,,", 
where N is the screen mesh per unit length and "" the distance from 
center to center of the wires, the maximum screen disturbance fre
quency is 

. (24) 

and the disturbance signal becomes, from Equation (19), 

(25) 

the subscript r denoting reading. Typical values are u =] mil, IT = 1.1, 
and N = 230 pel' inch. The signal-to-disturbance ratio is then, 

[ 1 + (nN ) 2JYo 
V.,.· J.r 

D =. --=----------- (26) 

This ratio is the number of gray levels' reproducible as halftones in a 
signal. 'In agteement with Equation (26), this ratio has been about 
30 for a resolution of about 300 lines per target diameter and a 'relative 
writing-beam current of 0.37. Note, that this relation indicates that. 
signal-to-disturbance ratio is a negative function ?f the system design 
resolution .. 

. Simple Sto1'age Operation 

. ,For simple signal storage in which a signal is written and thEm 
read out later, writing should be done w:ith VIET = 2.5 for which,' 
from Equations (12), the change in voltage accomplished by depositing 
charges on the target is 
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_ ~V ~ Vb - V=-EXJbw (27) 

the subscript -w denoting the writing operation:- \6.eading --hr" accom
plished at a fixed beam current for which J br = 0.5. 'The reading 
discharge factor is practically constant for all-values of .signal used; 
in this region Ir = J br ~ 0.50. From Equations (18) and (27) we 
obtain ~ J sr = -I r1 bw and, dropping the minus sign, Jar = J I>wJbr, or 
I.r=rJbw1bTT -

(28) 

this being the valu~ of the first reading signal output following a single 
writing. The linearity of this signal with writing- and reading-beam 
currents. is noteworthy~ since it indicates. that the Raclechon can re
produce halftone signal values. . 

Both the signal-to-disturbance ratio (D) and the signal-to-noise 
rati~ (SIN) are limitations to 'the nse of the tube. In particular, when 
the tube is ope~'ated as recommended in the preceding paragraph 

DW".n ( r~N ) 
---~- -- ----------

I bw CJ;Er(a-l) 11\/2 
(29) 

, 

This indicates that the maximum writing speed is inversely propor
tional to both the signal-to-dh;turbance ratio and - the resolution 

, required . 

. Likewise the signal-to-noise ratio, while usually considerably 
greater than the signal-to-disturbance ratio, may limit the reading 
conditions since, 

(SIN) 
Vor ( r2 ) Ibwlbr -

== Vn = 4C,,,bETy'rrCr.kT ~wWrn 
(30) 

where V,. is the thermal noise in the output resistor. - When chosen for 
- the desired bandwidth, 

(31) 

- CONCLUSIONS 

. When _ many simplifying assumptions must be made to enable the 
analytical, solution of a problem, and when some of the parameters 
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such a~ the secondary emission ratio, the' average energy of the sec
ondary electrons, and even. the target thickness are not well known 
and may vary from tube to tube, one cannot depend entirely upon 
theoretical calculations. However, the number of instances in which 
-measured results have agreed with the foregoing theory have been 
sufficient to be very encouraging. In this respect these e<luations have 
value in indicating the manner in which the Radechon should be used 

. iiI storage applications and the limitations to be expectec:l in its 
operation. 


